Our Passion.
Your Joy.
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The world’s leading
jet tender specialists.
From the moment our first tender took to the
waters in 1996, the Williams name has been
a byword for engineering excellence and pure
boating pleasure.
Since then, we’ve expanded the fleet so that
owners of all yacht sizes can experience what it
means to own a Williams.
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Which, depending on your mood, might be
ferrying guests in the lap of luxury. Or it might
be pushing the throttle and turning your tender
into a high-performance ski boat.
However you use it, every Williams tender is the
result of a single goal: to make the very best
boats possible so you can have the very best
time on the water.
Williams Jet Tenders. Our passion is your joy.
Build your tender at williamsjettenders.com
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Ensuring your tender
and yacht are made
for each other.
The yachting experience begins and ends with your
tender. That’s why every Williams tender is built to
maximise comfort, style, practicality and performance
– the same qualities you look for in your yacht.
But we push things a little further. Our decadeslong relationships with yacht builders mean our
tenders work seamlessly with their garage systems
and are an ideal match for your yacht’s size
and performance.
Which means, not only are our tenders built with the
world’s best yachts in mind, the world’s best yachts
are built with our tenders in mind.
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Luxury, evolved.

The EvoJet is our largest and most advanced tender,
designed for superyachts of 40m+.
Its impressive size and abundance of storage
effortlessly caters for up to 13 passengers and their
luggage, making tender travel for larger parties easier
than ever.
And your guests will be guaranteed a refined
ride thanks to the EvoJet’s low-level boarding
platforms and comfortable seating, as well as
the smooth responsiveness of the Williams jet
propulsion system.
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With its unparalleled power, grace and space,
the EvoJet creates a new benchmark in luxury
tender travel.
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When evolution
is revolution.
We had a simple aim for the EvoJet: to push the
boundaries of what we thought a tender could be.
The result is the EvoJet 70, a tender that carries
larger groups in unparalleled comfort yet that has
the power to exhilarate the second you push its
ultra-responsive throttle.
The EvoJet is large but nimble, powerful but
luxurious, comfortable but thrilling. A paradox,
almost, and one that could only have been brought
to life by our exceptional team of designers
and engineers.
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High-performance,
250hp Yanmar diesel engine.

Luxurious, spacious interior that
carries up to 13 passengers and
their belongings.

Powered by our iconic jet control system,
now more responsive than ever.

Carbon fibre T-Top folds down to
allow fitments into small garages

Hull designed to be supremely stable
at rest, highly manoeuvrable at speed,
and dry riding.

Customise your tender with a range of
colour options, fittings and electronic
equipment.
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I know exceptional performance
when I see it, and that’s exactly
what Williams has delivered.
Eddie Jordan, F1 entrepreneur and DieselJet owner.
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With the EvoJet 70, the superyacht experience
begins when you step aboard your tender.
With swathes of space, 235 litres of storage,
a deep hull ensuring the smoothest of rides, and a
powerful 250hp Yanmar diesel engine delivering
a surge of power, the EvoJet is the perfect
marriage of luxury and performance.
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And thanks to its tailored driving position,
where a rotating helm booster means you can

ACCESSORIES

drive sitting or standing, you always feel in
complete control.
Custom tube, upholstery
and moulding colours
Optional grey/white teak inlay
Yacht name on upholstery
Yacht name on tubes
Open bow layout
Folding carbon fibre t-top
SPECIFICATIONS

Bimini canopies (front and rear)
Sunbathing pad / bow table

LOA

Dry Weight

Seating

7.1m / 23ft 4in

2000kg / 4409lbs

13 persons

SOLAS classification

BEAM

Engine

Max. Speed

Coast key (keyless Ignition

2.65m / 8ft 8in

Yanmar 4LV Diesel 250hp

Up to 64kph / 40mph

and wireless killcord)

Overall Height

Fuel Capacity

Typical Fitment

Portable MOB (man overboard)

1.79m / 5ft 10in, low profile

200 litres / 52 US gal

Yachts 40m+ / 131ft+

LED torch

1.45m / 4ft 9in with T-top stowed

Passenger seat coolbox

Quick release wheel

Antifoul (trilux 33)

LED deck lights

Bilge alarm

LED underwater lights

3D sonar

Fresh water shower

Helm daycover

Shorepower

Spray dodger

Automatic bow tube inflator

Overall cover

Automatic full tube inflator

Platform kit (tie downs,

Auxillary battery instalation
MCA compliant high visibility patches
Axiom 9 chartplotter

lifting strops & over straps)
Towing kit
Single point lift

(twin screens on helm)

Electric inflator

VHF radio

Battery charger

AIS transceiver

Stainless steel anchor

Fusion standard or premium

Telescopic paddle

music package
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13 P E R S O N S

T: +44 (0)1865 341134
E: sales@williamsjettenders.com
Configure your tender on williamsjettenders.com
Williams Jet Tenders Ltd
Vogue Business Park, Berinsfield, Oxfordshire,
OX10 7LN, United Kingdom

Specification subject to change without notice.
Dimensions and weights given are for guidance
only and are subject to variation.

